Meeting THREE: 6/2/2016

Pulaski Walkabout

PARTICIPANTS

Greg Brown
Eric Bucey
Nichole Hair
Dawnita Hall
Linda Hall
Michael Reis
Cathy Stripling
Morgan Welker
Joy Rumley
John White
Catherine Van Noy
Shannon Collins
Nick Glenn
Janet Jonas
James Harmon
Kasey Campbell
John Knarr

MEETING 2 SUMMMARY

ASSIGNMENT
for Session 4
June 13, 6 PM
Pulaski Theatre
(SNEAK PEEK: June 20. Come prepared
to discuss one of the plans in the
Plan Library online.)

We dug into some perceptions and images.
Layers of place include the past (former buildings
and former uses of existing buildings); the
present (how we imagine Pulaski as we think of
it); and the future (items that the future might be
built upon). We toured downtown with
Economic Development Director John White and
gave short presentations of our “artifacts of the
future.”

JUN13: CORNERSTONE PRESENTATIONS: Those who signed
up for presentations should come prepared to give a mini
presentation. Five minutes on what your organization or
group is doing that will help to strengthen downtown. Then
we’ll have Q&A and discussion. As we build our strategies
these businesses, organizations, and civic groups are
cornerstones to build upon.
Beans and Rice, Inc-Launch Something Pulaski (Eric);
Pulaski Chamber-Pulaksi on Main (Peggy);
Ratcliffe Museum (Kasey); Lizard Licks (Greg);
Pulaksi Marketplace (Janet); West Main Development;
Pulaski Theatre; Pulaksi Fine Arts Center;
Broadband; Friends of Peak Creek

Artifacts of the Future

Pulaski’s future is tied to:
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Handcrafted products brought by Dawnita Hall reflect the potential to continue Pulaski’s
tradition of making things. A center that included space for both the creation and sales of
craft could help Pulaski.
A brand statement by Linda Hall (see below) brings together Beer, Baseball, and Beds.
Bringing people into the downtown area will strengthen business creation and growth.
A brick is more than a just a brick when you add other bricks to it. Together we can do a great
deal says Greg Brown.
A handcrafted ceramic vessel reflects that community can be strengthened through creation,
says James Harman. How can we craft a stronger Pulaksi?
A turned wooden bowl by Harold Lambert reflects the
changing form of a tree downed in the tornado in 2011,
says Janet Jonas. The empty bowl can represent Pulaski,
ready for investment from the community. The
downtown is our vessel.
A two-way traffic sign tells a story of a more welcoming
downtown, says Morgan Welker.
Ruby the Bird with clipped wings. They are growing
back. She sits in a tree from Shannon Collins’
greenhouse, made possible as new growth after the
tornado tragedy.
The Library’s Summer Read to Me Program. Mike Reis
says that quality family and youth activities can be a real
asset for a community. Without quality childcare, it’s
hard to live and work in a place. As we develop, we
should retain a focus on these quality of life issues.
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•

•

•

Beer Can. Ah…a brewery, says Cathy Stripling. But there’s more. Downtown Pulaski can pull
together the variety of assets we need to make this a more vibrant place. She also brought a
router highlighting the important role of high speed telecommunications access and a brick
tying to the need for creative preservation strategies that can strengthen the economy while
keeping the character of the community.
A Yankees Cap highlights the role of
some key investments in the community
in benefiting many of us, says Eric Bucey.
A rising tide may not rise all ships, but
connection to this global brand shows
that we can be local and global, rural
with urban characteristics.
The soft cotton baseball T-shirt from the
old club is fought over in Catherine Van
Noy’s home. The nostalgic, comfortable
feel counters high tech fabrics. It fits the
community better. The character of the
town can be communicated through products.

Linda Hall’s Future of Pulaski – Branding to Grow
What we have to build on: Baseball and Bikes
What we can add: Blues and Beer
Our goal is to find an identity for Pulaski and accentuate our strengths and tie them together
in a way that stays in people’s consciousness. What are our strengths in terms of what would
make people want to come here for a visit or even to stay? Well here we have baseball. We
also have bikes and trails. And based on the turnout at the Pulaski Jazzfest last July, we can
surly include Blues/Jazz as a music draw. Now we have heard that SHAH Development has
purchased the Dalton building and has asked for citizen input regarding its uses. I think this
would be a perfect place to have a microbrewery with Pulaski brands (Polish) beer and a
companion restaurant overlooking Peak Creek. In addition to this, more hotel/hostel type
rooms for people who bike and hike the New River Trail. So, we have the four Bs: Baseball,
Bikes, Blues, and Beer (or Beds) i.e. the 4 Bs or “Fourbee’s” (Could be Fivebees but that is
harder to pronounce).
This would help Pulaski become a real destination town and would encourage and support
new business.
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Pulaski Walkabout

Some observations during the tour:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We’re a factory town: where things are made.
We need an urban style deli or grocery
We’ve got bike trails and are building trails to the peak. Let’s build on it.
We even have a bike manufacturer
We’ve got structural issues and opportunities on the creek.
There are great sounds downtown: church bells and train whistles
Bring back dives and diners!
There’s a ghost sign on a wall of Pulaski Grocery…somewhere under the paint
There are lots of apartments downtown, many in use.
I had the creek at the edge of my map since we have some major amenities on the Town Hall
side of the creek now.
My sense of the downtown core was larger after walking it. I had to expand my map.
The one-way traffic makes Main Street Quiet.
There is business happening in the Furniture plant. But you can’t tell from the outside.
Why are so many of us wearing teal?
Does the Pulaski blue come from the color of the furniture plant?
What if we had a signage program to help get some kind of visual consistency AND help
businesses with their signs.
Some special spots:
o Jackson Park Inn
o The courthouse (and views of it from around town)
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Clock tower chimes
The Creek
The Depot and the Marketplace
Calfee Park
Pulaski Theatre
The Library
The Museum
The old Bank Clock at Washington and Main
The fire station
The Alley Vista
The Park
Randolph Business District
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Pulaski Mental Maps
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CHURCH BELLS
FACTORY
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